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THE MOST COMPACT LASER CLEANING SYSTEM. EVER.

QF-COMPACT 200-300 W
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The design of the �rst Compact systems (QFC-50 & QFC-

100) opened up an entirely new world of applications. Laser

cleaning was no longer limited by heavy trolleys or unwieldy

cabinets.

To expand the possibilities of the QF-Compact, our R&D

department looked for a way to design a stronger machine in

the smallest possible container. And thus, our QFC-200 &

QFC-300 machines were born!

Dimensions: 300x665x465 mm

Weight: 30 - 35 kg

COMPACT DESIGN

The QFC-200 & QFC-300 are versatile laser cleaning

systems. It's portable, and the extendable handle and wheels

allow for hassle-free transportation. 

PORTABLE, WITH WHEELS
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With its interactive, state-of-the-art touch encoder, job

selection has never been easier. As with every P-Laser

system, 8 custom jobs can be selected with the rotative wheel

on the encoder.

If you want to edit one of these jobs with our own software

Cleansweep©, wireless connectivity and a tablet will be at

your disposal. No more need for cables, we like to make your

lives easier.

Other key features of the QF-Compact include a quick

startup cycle of around 10s and very low maintenance

requirements. You will only need to replace the dust �lter

once in a while. 

CONFIGURATION
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Lochtemanweg 88 

3550 Heusden-Zolder (Belgium) 

sales@p-laser.com | www.p-laser.com 

+32 11 82 26 20

CONTACT HOURS

Monday to Friday from 8:30 AM to 4:30 PM
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